ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

JAYJA TRANSITION (JAYJA.DADES6)
ORLANDO TRANSITION (ORL.DADES6)

From DADES on track 225° to LZARD, then on assigned runway transition.

**Landing Rwy 1L/R:** From LZARD on track 225° to LISAF, then on track 186° to GUZDA, then on track 186° to JSTRM, then right turn on heading 277° or as assigned by ATC. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing 19L/R:** From LZARD on track 268° to JKBAL, then on heading 277° or as assigned by ATC. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS:

**KTPA Landing South:** Continue track to JKBAL, then turn left to intercept the Rwy 19L final approach course, conduct approach.

**KTPA Landing North:** Continue track to JSTRM, then turn right to intercept the Rwy 1L final approach course, conduct approach.